
 

Russia Moscow  St Petersburg Deluxe
Starting From :Rs.:43999 Per Person

7 Days / 6 Nights
Moscow | St. Petersburg

..........

Package Description
Russia Moscow St Petersburg DeluxeRussia the world’s largest nation borders Europe and Asia countries as well as thePacific and Arctic oceans. Its landscape ranges from tundra and forests to subtropicalbeaches. It is famous for Moscows' Bolshoi and St. Petersburgs Mariinsky balletcompanies. St Petersburg has the baroque Winter Palace now housing part of the StateHermitage Museum’s art collection.
..........

Itinerary
 

Day.1
DAY 01 Moscow

Arrival in Moscow. Get Transfer Moscow Airport to Hotel. Checkin to hotel and relax. Later in the

evening you can take stroll in nearby places. Spend a comfortable overnight stay at hotel in

Moscow.

Meals:N.A 

Day.2
DAY 02 Moscow

Enjoy a buffet breakfast at the hotel. Day enjoy nearby places by your own and evening enjoy by

Moscow by Night tour. Overnight Stay at your Hotel. Moscow by Night Tour This tour shows the

highlights of Moscow in the Night! Duration of tour 3 hours The Tour Moscow is amazing at any

time of the day but is even better by night! We will take you to see some of the highlights of

Moscow in illumination. See Tverskaya street Sofiyskaya and Kremlin embankments as well as

Christ The Saviour Cathedral Novodevichy Convent and Poklonnaya Hill. The tour also takes you

to Sparrow Hills for a panoramic view of the city where you can admire the Red Stars of the

Kremlin. You will also see St Basil's Cathedral from the Red square. Includes Transportation

services of a local guide. Departure point Hotel Pick Up Start time 2100 

Meals:Breakfast 

Day.3
DAY 03 Moscow

Enjoy a breakfast at the hotel. Day Enjoy by Moscow Metro cruise Tour. Overnight stay at Hotel in

Moscow Moscow river cruise Moscow Russia Enjoy the sights of Moscow while drifting across

Moscow river banks. Duration of tour 3 hours 50 mins The Tour Enjoy this river cruise on Moscow

river. The Kremlin Gorky Park Cathedral of Christ the Saviour and many other Moscow sights are

yours no traffic no hassle and no crowds around. Just imagine how relaxing it is to slowly drift

across the beautiful Moscow river banks enjoying Moscow from a totally different prospective!

Includes Transportation from to hotel services of an English speaking assistant up to cruise ship

cruise ticket. Departure point Hotel Pick Up Start time1400 Moscow Metro On a tour of the

Moscow Metro discover why this underground network is recognised as the most beautiful in the
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world. As you follow your guide through the labyrinth of stations learn funny stories hear about the

mysterious Metro2 and admire the stations lavish ornaments and opulent architecture. Get a

chance to see the most inspiring stations of Stalins era including Revolution Square

Komsomolskaya Novoslobodskaya and Mayakovskaya. As a professional guide leads you through

the labyrinth of the transfers admire the architecture and see why one of the main architects of the

subway said They used to have palaces for kings. We are going to build palaces for the people.

Description On a tour of the Moscow Metro discover why this underground network is recognised

as the most beautiful in the world. As you follow your guide through the labyrinth of stations learn

funny stories hear about the mysterious Metro2 and admire the stations lavish ornaments and

opulent architecture. Get a chance to see the most inspiring stations of Stalins era including

Revolution Square Komsomolskaya Novoslobodskaya and Mayakovskaya. As a professional

guide leads you through the labyrinth of the transfers admire the architecture and see why one of

the main architects of the subway said They used to have palaces for kings. We are going to build

palaces for the people. As you explore one of the worlds most elaborate and busiest transit

systems look deeper inside the Metro legends and hear funny stories such as how many babies

were born in the Metro how the Circle Line appeared and where the secret Metro2 is located. You

ll certainly have something to tell your friends about after seeing Revolution Square Kurskaya

Station Komsomolskaya and Novosobodskaya. Highlights Up-close look at symbolic historical

underground network View of opulent lavishly decorated stations platforms Intriguing anecdotes

knowledgeable guide leading the way Insider tips on how to navigate the confusing transit system

One of the world's most elaborate busiest transport lines Inclusions Guided tour of the Moscow

metro network and selected stations Public transport ticket Live tour commentary provided in

English Meetings point Russian State Library Vozdvizhenka Street 35 Moscow 119019 Start time

1400 

Meals:Breakfast 

Day.4
DAY 04 Moscow to St Petersburg

Arrival in St Petersburg. Check in to hotel and relax. Later in the evening you can take stroll in

nearby places. Spend a comfortable overnight stay at hotel in Moscow. 

Meals:Breakfast 

Day.5
DAY 05 St Petersburg

Enjoy a buffet breakfast at the hotel. Day enjoy nearby places by your own. Spend a comfortable

overnight stay at hotel.

Meals:Breakfast 

Day.6
DAY 06St Petersburg

Enjoy a buffet breakfast at the hotel. Day enjoy by cathrine palace and pushkin park. Overnight

Stay at your Hotel. Catherine Palace and Pushkin Park Join this tour to see one of St. Petersburgs

imperial estates and be amazed by the beauty which is St Catherine's Palace. Duration of tour 5

hours The Tour Tsarskoye Selo formerly known as Pushkin is one of St. Petersburgs numerous
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Imperial estates. Located just 25 kilometers south of St Petersburg the estate boasts a large

landscape park dotted with architectural follies and centered on the magnificent blue white and

gold Catherine Palace that houses some beautiful Baroque interiors including the luxurious Grand

Hall and a long gold mirrored ballroom. The Palace also boasts a unique Amber Room whose

priceless amber panels were stolen by Nazi troops during WWII but which are now being

painstakingly recreated by Russian craftsmen. Includes Transportation service of a Guide

entrance fee to the Catherine Palace and Park. Departure Point Hotel pick up Start time 0900 and

1300 

Meals:Breakfast 

Day.7
DAY 07 DEPARTURE DAY

Enjoy a buffet breakfast at the hotel. This is the last day of your Russia vacation. Have your

breakfast in morning and start packing to say farewell to the beautiful land. Transfer to the airport

where you will take a flight back home.

Meals:Breakfast 

..........

Inclusions
*03 Nights accommodation in Moscow.

*03 Nights accommodation in St. Petersburg.

*Daily Breakfast.

*Moscow by Night Tour.

*Moscow Metro and cruise tour.

*Catherine palace and Pushkin park.

*Sapsan Train Tkt in Second Class.

*Return airport transfer.

*Russia Visa Fees.

*Visa Support Letter.

*GST.

..........

Exclusions
*Any Personal Expense.

*Visa.

..........

Hotel Details & Price

..........

Hotel Name Star Twin Sharing Child With Bed Child Without Bed

Moscow Doubletree by Hilton Hotel
Ma

3 Rs.43,999 Rs.0 Rs.0

St Petersburg Hotel Atrium or
Similar

3 Rs.43,999 Rs.0 Rs.0
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Highlights
*RUSAA - Package Code.

*Moscow Metro and cruise tour.

*Catherine palace Pushkin park.

..........

Sightseeing
Moscow Night Tour

..........

Terms & Conditions
*Terms and Conditions apply.

Moscow Night Tour
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